structure.
This account clearly goes against the view presented
by Chomsky. I hold that the function of ‘water’ is nothing
but referring to H2O. Location and source play a role in
determining how we use the term ‘water’ because generally, in our natural habitat, such factors function as evidence
for something having a certain chemical structure. Stuff in
rivers and swamps is H2O. We have come to learn that the
stuff in the faucet is generally
Any superficial property of H O, this is why we talk about
2
water (such as location) is the stuff coming from the fauof interest in virtue of cet as being water. However,
providing evidence as to contrary to Chomsky’s claim,
we do not allow the location
its chemical structure. to wholly determine whether
something is water or not: If the stuff in the faucet clearly
isn’t H2O, we do not say that it is water. That some liquid
runs from the faucet is generally evidence that it is H2O,
but it is not foolproof.
This view seems more compatible with Abbott’s
claims. If the view is to have substantial explanatory value,
it needs to account for why certain instances of stuff with a
high percentage of H2O are water, while certain instances
are not. Abbots view, that substances such as tea really are
‘water’ but that we just do not speak of them in this way
seems compatible with my account.
The outlined view does not seem compatible with
Bloom’s theory: Bloom, like Chomsky, assumes that there
is some relevant notion of ‘water’ that is independent of

the chemical structure of water. According to Bloom, we
partly think about water as being an artefact. My argument is that it is not plausible to extract the meaning of
‘water’ away from animal practice to such an extent. We
individuate instances of ‘water’ due to its relevance for us
as animals. I think this might urge us to think about the
meaning of ‘water’ in terms that are relevant for animal
practice. If this is the case, a direct-reference theory is
the best candidate theory for the reference of ‘water’ and
other natural (chemical) kind terms. Our interest in the
stuff these terms refer to is reducible to an interest in their
physical properties. In our natural habitat, these physical
properties are related to chemical structure. Any other
property of water (such as location) is of interest only in
virtue of providing evidence as to its chemical structure.
My account is meant to accord with teleological theories
of semantics and mental content. These theories assume
that understanding the developmental history of humans
is essential for understanding their language use and their
mental content. They assume that one cannot understand
language and mind independently of an individual’s ancestry and their natural habitat. I believe that this certainly is the case for the reference of natural kind terms:
In order to understand how natural kind terms refer, we
have to think about them in terms of having a “biological”
function.
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Notes
1 Only social factors play an important role in the thought-experiments. However, physical factors may be of additional significance, see for example
Burge (2010).
2 In fact, some faucet water contains up to 1 mg/l (1 %) of chlorine: Fluoridated chlorinated tap water can contain an additional 1 ml/l of fluorine.
3 See Malt (1994).
4 See Grice’s four maxims: http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/implicature/#GriThe.
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The Troubles
the Term
‘Tasty’ Totals to
An Objectivist Semantic for ‘tasty’
Making Use of Semantic Minimalism
By Levin Hornischer

The term ‘tasty’ gained the interest of semanticists since it seems like standard semantic theories don’t assign the correct meaning to it. We shall look at three semantics
that have been developed as more apt theories: Semantic Minimalism, Contextualism
and Relativism. Confronted with a difficult collection of data, straightforward views that take the meaning of ‘tasty’ to be an objective property are typically dismissed. This text aims to show that those objectivist views shouldn’t be discarded
too rashly. In order to achieve this aim, I present an objectivist semantic for ‘tasty’
making use of Semantic Minimalism as a candidate for a good semantic for ‘tasty’.

W

hat is the meaning of the term ‘tasty’ in English
as we speak it? In section 1 three diﬀerent answers, i.e. three semantic theories for ‘tasty’, shall be outlined. They are called Semantic Minimalism (section 1.1),
Contextualism (section 1.2) and Relativism (section 1.3).
In section 2 I present the data any satisfactory semantic
for ‘tasty’ has to account for. If a semantic can’t account
for this data, it isn’t a semantic for ‘tasty’ in English as
we speak it. In section 3 I sketch the relevant features of
the contemporary discussion of the correct semantic for
‘tasty’. We will see that objectivist approaches (the view
that the meaning of ‘tasty’ is an objective property) are
rather poorly elaborated and quickly dismissed compared
to contextualist and relativist views. So in section 4 I present OSM, an objectivist semantic for ‘tasty’ making use
of Semantic Minimalism. I show how it can account for
the data and reply to objections (in doing so a framework
to identify genuine or only superficial disagreement is presented). The aim of this text is to show that straightforward objectivist approaches should not be put off the table
too rashly – or, to put it positively, that OSM is a plausible
candidate for a good semantic theory for ‘tasty’.

1 Three semantics for ‘tasty’
What do we mean when we say that a thing is tasty? I
address three views. According to the first, we say that
the thing has an objective property that we can perceive
(and misperceive) with our taste organs (objectivism).
According to the second view, we say that the flavor of
the thing is pleasant to us (contextualism). The third view
claims that whether we said something correct about the
thing or not depends on whether the one who assesses
what we said likes its flavor (Relativism).1, 2 (If it is not
clear from the context, I use, for example, ‘Contextualism’
to refer to the specific contextualist view as outlined in
section 1.2 and the uncapialized ‘contextualism’ to refer to
all kinds of contextualist views). Of course one might ask:
Why is the meaning of ‘tasty’ philosophically interesting at
all? A satisfying answer would take us to far afield, though
the idea is the following. In recent years, relativism about
truth has experienced a revival in various areas of philosophy. Relativism about truth is partly motivated by and
argued for by claiming to be the only view able to provide
a correct semantic for ‘tasty’. This text attempts to show
how a straightforward objectivist and context-insensitive
semantic for ‘tasty’ making use of Semantic Minimalism
13
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can be rendered a plausible candidate for a good semantic
for ‘tasty’, too. If the attempt is successful, it puts pressure
on the relativism project.
A proper answer to the question of what ‘tasty’ means
is to provide a satisfactory semantic theory (for short: a semantic) for ‘tasty’.3 On a common view, a semantic theory
for a natural language L has to assign content to utterances
of sentences of L in speciﬁc contexts. Further, it is mostly
agreed that the content a semantic assigns to sentences in
contexts has both a “semantic” aspect (truth-value, truthconditions, semantic value, etc.) and a “pragmatic” aspect (What was communicated rather than semantically
expressed by the sentence? Which speech act was performed?).4 I shall now outline three semantics for ‘tasty’: (i)
Semantic Minimalism with ‘tasty’ expressing an objective
property; (ii) Contextualism; and (iii) Relativism. For simplicity I always consider the sentence ‘A is tasty’, where ‘A’
shall be the proper name of, say, the apple in front of me.5
I present the truth conditions each of these three semantics provides for ‘A is tasty’ in a context (since, arguably,
a semantic needs to do at least that). I will give a more
detailed account of Semantic Minimalism (since it will be
the main focus), and a less detailed account of the other
two (for greater generality).
1.1 Semantic Minimalism
The predicate ‘is tasty’ has the same form as so many
others, like ‘is green’ or ‘is 1 m long’. So a first and straightforward shot at assigning content to ‘is tasty’ would be by
analogy to those. The content of ‘is green’ is the property
(one-place relation) is green, the content of ‘is 1 m long’
is is one meter long, so the content of ‘is tasty’ is is tasty (I
shall take ‘is tasty’ and ‘tasty’ to refer to the same property).
Thus, we can provide truth conditions for the sentence ‘A
is tasty’ by
(SeM) ‘A is tasty’ is true (at context c) iﬀ A is tasty.6
This is a central result of the view called ‘Semantic
Minimalism and Speech Act Pluralism’, or just ‘Semantic
Minimalism’ for short.7 The following characterization is
(my interpretation of ) Cappelen and Lepore’s presentation of the view:8
(SeM1) There are only a few context-sensitive expressions
– roughly, demonstratives and indexicals (as e.g.
in Kaplan 1989:489). They form the Basic Set.
(SeM2) Each utterance u of an English sentences s in a
context c (short: us/c) has a semantic content,
namely the proposition semantically expressed
by s in c.9
(SeM3) The proposition semantically expressed by us/c is
14
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fixed by the following (remaining neutral on the
semantic theory T used for (a) and (b)).10
(a) Assign the semantic value to every expression
in s (according to T).
(b) Note all the relevant compositional meaning
rules for English (according to T).
(c) Disambiguate every ambiguous expression in
s (according to c).
(d) Precisify every vague expression in s
(according to c).
(e) Fix the semantic value of every
Basic-Set-expression in s (according to c).
(SeM4) The semantic content of us/c is stable. I.e., in any
other context c* that disambiguates, precisiﬁes
and fixes Basic-Set-expressions the same way as c,
us/c* has the same semantic content as us/c.
(SeM5) The speech act content of us/c is the set of all the
many propositions that could be communicated
by the utterance of s in that context c (other than,
or in addition to, the proposition expressed by
us/c). That is (roughly), if there is a context of
interpretation ci in which one can correctly
report that us/c communicated the proposition p,
then p is in the speech act content of us/c and p is
called what’s said by us/c (in ci). (What’s said by us/c
is highly complex11 and it doesn’t seem likely to
provide a satisfying general procedure to
determine what was said).
(SeM6) The semantic content of us/c is always in the
speech act content of us/c.
(SeM7) What’s said by us/c is variable. I.e. in one context
of interpretation a proposition p can be a correct
report of what was communicated by us/c and in a
slightly different context of interpretation p is an
incorrect report. Moreover, even in the same
context of interpretation several propositions can
be correct reports of what was communicated by
us/c.
(SeM8) The speech act content of us/c is variable. I.e.,
there are (a lot of ) other contexts c* (as described
in (Sem4)) such that us/c* has a different speech
act content.
(SeM9) An important corollary of (SeM7+8): It’s possible
that the semantic content is false, while what’s
said is true (and vice versa). No intuition about
what’s said by us/c is evidence for the semantic
content of us/c.
The view characterized by (SeM1-9) is usually referred to
as ‘Semantic Minimalism’. Semantic Minimalism is com-

patible with any semantic value for ‘is tasty’. However, it’s
in the spirit of Semantic Minimalism to take it as an objectivist view (since that avoids adding ‘is tasty’ to the Basic
Set and yet provides a stable semantic value). Therefore,
it’s natural to add:
(SeM10) The semantic value of ‘is tasty’ is the property
(one-place relation) tasty. The property tasty is
objective, i.e. whether an object has the property
tasty is independent of the idiosyncratic tastes of
any person who attributes tasty to that object.
Since Semantic Minimalism and (SeM10) blend in nicely,
‘Semantic Minimalism’ is sometimes used in a wider sense
to refer to a view characterized by (SeM1-10). (If needed,
I make this difference explicit by using ‘(SeM1-9)’ or
‘(SeM1-10)’, respectively).
To summarize: What content does Semantic
Minimalism – as characterized by (SeM1-10) – assign to
an utterance u of ‘A is tasty’ in a context? The basic idea is
that one sentence expresses one proposition in all contexts
that disambiguate, precisify and fix Basic-Set-expressions
the same way; however, this sentence can and does communicate many different propositions in these contexts. So
the “semantic” aspect of the content is the semantic content of u, i.e. the proposition A is tasty, with tasty being an
objective property. The “pragmatic” aspect of the content
is the speech act content of u, i.e. the set of propositions
that could possibly be communicated.
1.2 Contextualism
There are various kinds of contextualism.12 I shall concentrate on the one MacFarlane presents as a typical contextualist view; the view that ‘A is tasty’ means that the
speaker likes the flavor of A.13 This kind of contextualism
(let’s name it ‘Contextualism’) is characterized by holding
the following (since Contextualism is less relevant in the
following, I won’t go into much detail):14
(Con)   ‘A is tasty’ is true at c iﬀ A is tasty to the salient
experiencer of c.15
(Con1) The semantic content of ‘is tasty’ is the relation is
tasty to and thus varies with contexts of use.
To summarize: What content does Contextualism
assign to an utterance u of ‘A is tasty’ in a context? The
“semantic” aspect of the content is the proposition that
A is tasty to ⌜the salient experiencer of the context⌝. The
“pragmatic” aspect of the content was not specified in my
outline above. As presented, Contextualism is neutral regarding what is communicated by an utterance of ‘A is
tasty’ and would, for example, be compatible with speech
act pluralism.

1.3 Relativism
The general idea of relativism about truth is that utterances are not true or false simpliciter but only relative to something else. For example, sentences like ‘A is tasty’ (in a
context) are true or false only relative to a personal taste.
Though, the term ‘relativism about truth’ (short: ‘relativism’) can be used to refer to at least two different kinds of
views. The first kind adds non-standard parameters to the
index at which the proposition expressed by a sentence in
a context of use is evaluated for truth-value. (Whether the
proposition expressed by an utterance of ‘A is tasty’ in a
context is true is not just relative to the world and the time
it is evaluated at, but also to a standard of taste). Some
proponents are Kölbel and arguably Lasersohn (2005).16
However, MacFarlane argues that relativizing propositional truth to more than worlds and times is neither necessary nor sufficient for relativism (cf. MacFarlane 2014,
Chapter 3.1, 4 and 9). He endorses the second kind of
Levin Hornischer
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view, the assessment-sensitivity conception of relativism.
We shall now consider his view, the view that whether we
said something correct or not about A by uttering ‘A is
tasty’ depends on whether the one who assesses what we
said likes A’s flavor or not.
According to standard Kaplanian, non-relativistic semantics (which shall be presupposed in this section), a
“sentence s is true at context c iﬀ s is true at c at the index
[i.e. circumstance of evaluation] of the context c” (Lewis
1998:31). MacFarlane (2014:60) suggests that “the philosophically interesting line between truth absolutism and
truth relativism is crossed” when the truth of an uttered
sentence becomes relative to when, by whom, where and
the like it is assessed. So while the schema standard semantics have to fill in is ‘s is true at c iﬀ …’, the schema for a
relativistic semantic for a language L is the following: ‘A
sentence s of L is true as used at a context of use cu and
assessed from (a later) context of assessment ca iﬀ …’ (cf.
MacFarlane 2014:63). Thus a relativistic semantic for ‘A is

tasty’ holds the following (again, not presented in detail):17
(Rel)    ‘A is tasty’ is true at the context of use cu and the
(later) context of assessment ca iﬀ ‘A is tasty’ is
true at cu and index ⟨wcu, sca⟩, where wcu is the
world of cu and sca is the taste-standard of the
agent of ca (cf. MacFarlane 2014:67).
(Rel1)   ‘A is tasty’ is a taste-standard-assessment-sensitive
sentence, i.e. its truth value (relative to cu and
ca) depends on the taste-standard of the context
of assessment (cf. MacFarlane 2014:64).
Accordingly, there are cases such that a sentence
in a context of use is true in one context of
assessment and false in another context of
assessment.18
To summarize: What content does Relativism assign to an
utterance u of ‘A is tasty’ in a context? The question as it
stands is incomplete. In addition to the context in which
‘A is tasty’ is uttered we also need to know in which context it is assessed. Then we can say at least the following
(for more a more detailed outline is needed). The “semantic” aspect of the content of u is such that ‘A is tasty’ is true
in a context and assessed by someone iﬀ this assessor likes
A’s flavor. The “pragmatic” aspect of the content is such
that it fills in the dots in the schema ‘“A is tasty” should
be asserted only if …’ (though, that was not part of the
outline).
2 The data
In this section I shall present a summary of what is commonly taken to be the data a correct semantic for ‘tasty’
has to account for. But before we get to the data, I use
this paragraph for three remarks on the claim that ‘a correct semantic has to account for the data’. (Since ‘correct’ and ‘satisfying’ have been used in an intuitive sense
so far, the remarks invoke some other, more precise but
still informal notions). First, reformulated the claim means the following: To be able to account for the data is a
necessary condition for a semantic for ‘tasty’ to be correct (i.e. to be meta-theoretically speaking good). Second,
a semantic that can account for the data is a candidate
for a good semantic. Third, to be not just a candidate for
but also a good (or even the best) semantic some further
meta-theoretical conditions have to be met. One might
think of consistency, plausibility, simplicity, quality of the
explanation of the content-assignment or the like. I shall
not evaluate these for the semantics presented since for the
present purpose (showing that OSM is a candidate for a
good semantic) only the necessary condition is relevant.
There are two kinds of data a semantic for ‘tasty’ has to
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account for to be a candidate for a good semantic: stable
and variable data.19 (And let’s introduce Zoe and Otto,
the two protagonists of the examples discussed in the
following).
2.1 Contextually stable data
(Disagreement). What’s said by Zoe’s utterance of ‘A is
tasty’ usually seems to contradict what’s said by Otto’s utterance of ‘A is not tasty’ (which shouldn’t be possible if
‘tasty’ were speaker-sensitive).20
(Retraction). Assume (i) at an earlier stage Zoe claimed ‘A
is tasty’, and (ii) now she changed her mind and doesn’t
think that (a thing qualitatively identical to) A is tasty,
and (iii) Otto says to her ‘You said that A is tasty’. Then,
Zoe will answer ‘I was wrong about holding that A is tasty’
(retract her earlier claim) rather than saying ‘I once held
that A is tasty but I don’t anymore’ (stand by her earlier
claim).21
(Disquotation). If Zoe utters ‘A is tasty’, Otto can usually
report her disquotationally by uttering ‘Zoe said that A
is tasty’ independent of his context (neglecting time and
grammar issues). That shouldn’t be possible if ‘tasty’ were
context-sensitive.22
2.2 Contextually variable data
(Context). What’s said by an utterance of ‘A is tasty’ usually
is that the flavor of A is pleasing to the speaker (so ‘tasty’ is
speaker-sensitive).23
(Method). The method for figuring out whether what’s said
by Zoe’s utterance of ‘A is tasty’ is true, is to investigate
whether Zoe has first-hand knowledge of how A tastes,
and whether A’s flavor is pleasing to her – if both is the
case, it is true.24
3 The state of the discussion
Which semantic for ‘tasty’ can account for all of the data
and is thus a candidate for a good semantic? The opinion
of the relativist is roughly this: (i) objectivist semantics can
account for the stable but not the variable data; (ii) contextualist semantics can deal with the variable but not the
stable data; (iii) relativism can account for both. For reasons of space, I refer to the literature for a detailed account
of the relativist’s opinion.25 Thus, the relativist claims to
offer a good or the best semantic for ‘tasty’ by inference
to the best explanation (cf. Cappelen and Hawthorne
2009:26). It has been argued that this inference is incorrect26 and relativism has been criticized in general.27 On
the non-relativist’s side, there are many contextualist (and
expressivist) approaches to a good semantic for ‘tasty’.28

However, relatively little has been said about objectivist
approaches.29 In fact, any form of objectivism concerning
‘tasty’ is mostly considered as a dead end, and usually so
with few arguments provided. That’s why I shall, in the
remainder, present a view, which I shall dub ‘Objective
Semantic Minimalism’ (OSM), and consider whether it
can account for all the data. OSM regards tasty as an objective property, adds Semantic Minimalism and includes
the English predicate ‘is tasty to’.
4 Objective Semantic Minimalism (OSM)
I will now characterize OSM as holding OSM1 to 3.
Roughly, OSM1 is the claim that tasty is an objective property; OSM2 is the claim that the two-place predicate ‘is
tasty to’ is part of English and that it has the two-place
relation is tasty to as semantic value; and OSM3 claims
Semantic Minimalism, i.e. OSM3 is (SeM1-9).
As a matter of fact, we have the one-place predicate
‘is tasty’ and the two-place predicate ‘is tasty to’ in our
object language English. So sentences containing the word
‘tasty’ (normally) consist of – among other constituents
– either the predicate ‘is tasty’ or the predicate ‘is tasty
to’.30 According to OSM1 the semantic value of ‘is tasty’
is the one-place relation
When we look at disagreetasty, where tasty is objectively defined by ‘x is tasty ment-dialogs we are intereiﬀ …’. What are we to ﬁll sted in the communications
in for the dots? As we shall these utterance-sequences
see, OSM is consistent
mirror and not in the prowith any objective condition replacing the dots. So positions each of those sentake what foods chemists tences semantically express
would take as a definition in their contexts.
(i.e. what empirically is
most correct).31 Similarly, according to OSM2, the semantic value of ‘is tasty to’ is the two-place relation tasty
to (again, I shall take ‘is tasty to’ and ‘tasty to’ to refer to the
same property). Let tasty to be defined by ‘x is tasty to y iff
…’. Nothing will hang on what we fill in the dots with
here either. We could take for example: x is tasty to y iff the
flavor of x is pleasant to the individual or species y.
If we now add Semantic Minimalism – i.e. if we
further assume (SeM1-9) which is OSM3 –, we can say
the following about any sentences s that contains the word
‘tasty’. The content OSM (as a semantic for ‘tasty’) assigns
to s in various contexts consists of two parts: (i) the semantic content and (ii) the speech act content (that content is
twofold like this is the case for any Semantic Minimalism
view). Let’s look at the semantic content first. If s contains
Levin Hornischer
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‘tasty’ because the predicate ‘is tasty’ is part of s, then the
semantic content of s is, by (SeM3), a proposition comprising the property tasty. For example, the (stable) semantic
content of the sentence ‘A is tasty’ (in context c) is the proposition A is tasty. If s contains ‘tasty’ because the predicate
‘is tasty to’ is part of s, then the semantic content of s is a
proposition comprising the property tasty to. For example,
the semantic content of ‘A is tasty to Zoe’ (in c) is the proposition A is tasty to Zoe or, using the example-deﬁnition,
The ﬂavor of A is pleasant to Zoe.
We have settled the semantic content of sentences containing the word ‘tasty’, so let’s now look at the speech act
content of utterances of these sentences in specific contexts. By (SeM5-8), their speech act contents vary from
context to context, and what’s said by them varies with the
context of interpretation. In the next section, we will see
some examples of that.
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4.1 Semantic Minimalism (OSM1+3) accounts for all the
data
Let’s now outline how OSM1 and 3 – i.e. Semantic
Minimalism and tasty as an objective property (or Semantic
Minimalism in the broader sense) – can already account
for all the data of section 2. Afterwards (section 4.2) we
shall see how adding OSM2 puts OSM in a position to
refute objections and to account for some further data.
(Disagreement). Typically, dialogs where one person
says e.g. ‘A is tasty’ and another says ‘No, it’s not’ are taken
to be evidence that there is a genuine disagreement. So
let’s have a closer look on such a disagreement-dialog with
OSM-glasses on. (I take a dialog to be a sequence of utterances, i.e. a sequence of sentences in their contexts; thus,
a dialog is a syntactical object).
(D) Otto: This salty licorice is tasty. (context: cOtto)
Zoe: No, it’s not. (context: cZoe)
In cOtto Otto is the salient speaker, Zoe is the audience,
some licorice is demonstrated, the specific time, place,
shared background-knowledge, history and psychologies
of Otto and Zoe are specified, and so on. Further, cZoe is
the same, except that Zoe is the speaker and Otto the audience and the time is slightly later. Here is an example of
what the speech act content AOtto of Otto’s utterance uOtto
might look like, followed by the speech act content AZoe of
uZoe (Though, it depends on a full characterization of cZoe
and cOtto).
AOtto = {(p1) There is a species such that the demonstrated
licorice triggers a specific reaction in their gustatory
organs; (p2) The ﬂavor of the demonstrated licorice
is pleasant to Otto; (p3) Otto is uncomfortable with
the awkward silence and tries to force a conversation; …}
AZoe = {(q1) There is no species such that the demonstrated
licorice triggers a specific reaction in their gustatory
organs; (q2) The flavor of the demonstrated licorice
is not pleasant to Zoe; (q3) Zoe is not interested in
the conversation, is tired and wants to go home; …}
A remark on the example: I have taken p1 and q1 to be the
semantic content of Otto’s and Zoe’s utterances, respectively. (By (SeM6) the semantic content is always part of
the speech act content). The semantic content of uOtto is by
(SeM3) the proposition The demonstrated licorice is tasty
and the semantic content of uZoe is The demonstrated licorice
is not tasty. In this example I took tasty to be the property
there is a species such that … triggers a specific reaction in
their gustatory organs. So here p1 and The demonstrated licorice is tasty are the same propositions.
When we look at disagreement-dialogs we are inter-

and superficial-disagreement-cases. In the former, the propositions that were said by the utterances of the dialog are
contradictory and, in the latter, they aren’t.
(Retraction). The retraction data is a special case of
(Disagreement). The younger Zoe says ‘A is tasty’ and the
older Zoe says ‘A is not tasty’. Again, there can be both genuine- and superficial-disagreement-cases. In the former,
what’s said by the young Zoe is the proposition p (e.g. A
is tasty) and what’s said by the old Zoe is the proposition
not-p (maybe together with the proposition The young Zoe
is mistaken). In the superficial-disagreement-cases, what’s
said by the young Zoe could for example be the proposition The flavor of A is pleasant to Zoe and Zoe can’t understand how A’s flavor could not be pleasant to others, and
what’s said by the old Zoe is the proposition The flavor of
A was pleasant to the gustatory organs of young Zoe and those
of old Zoe changed.
(Disquotation). If Zoe utters ‘A is tasty’, Otto can report the semantic content of her utterance disquotationally by uttering ‘Zoe said that A is tasty’. The semantic
content of Otto’s utterance then is the proposition Zoe
expressed the proposition that A is tasty. So Otto’s utterance
is a disquotational report (it reports the semantic content
of Zoe’s utterance) and is independent of Otto’s context,
as wanted.
(Context). Even though the semantic content of an utterance of ‘A is tasty’ is that A has the objective property
tasty, what’s said can be (and could even usually be) that
the flavor of A is pleasing to the speaker. 34
(Method).35 If what’s said by Zoe’s utterance of ‘A is tasty’ can for example be taken to be the proposition A’s flavor
is pleasant to Zoe, then we can figure out whether that is
true by investigating whether Zoe has first-hand knowledge that A’s flavor is pleasing to her. If on the other hand
what’s said by Zoe’s utterance of ‘A is tasty’ is, for example,
its semantic content (the proposition A is tasty, where tasty
is an objective property), then that method doesn’t seem
promising for identifying the correct truth-value of the semantic content. There is no reason to assume that Zoe is
in “an epistemically privileged position with respect to the
semantic content” (Cappelen 2008:282). 36

ested in the communications these utterance-sequences
mirror and not in the propositions each of those sentences
semantically express in their contexts. Thus, a correct interpretation of a disagreement-dialog has to assign to each
utterance in the dialog the proposition that was said by
that utterance. In other words: the interpretation has to assign to each sentence-in-its-context the proposition that is
– in the context of the interpretation – correctly reported
as the proposition communicated by the utterance.
Here is how OSM can provide a fine-grained analysis of the (Disagreement)-data. Let’s first introduce two
notions. Say that the disagreement-dialog d mirrors the
communication c under the interpretation I if c is a proposition-sequence where the i-th utterance of the utterance
sequence is assigned by the interpretation I to the i-th proposition of the proposition-sequence (this proposition is
what’s said by the utterance according to I). Say that a
communication (mirrored by a dialog) is a disagreement
if there are two propositions in the proposition-sequence
that cannot both be true, i.e. that are contradictory. Now
we can describe the two kinds of disagreement-dialogs corresponding to two ways the correct interpretation of the
disagreement-dialogs looks like. In the genuine-disagreement-case, the disagreement-dialog mirrors a disagreement.
After a first glance at the disagreement-dialog, we suspected disagreement. And indeed, after carefully determining
what was said by these utterances (i.e. after providing an
interpretation in our context of interpretation), the disagreement-dialog turned out to mirror disagreement. So
the disagreement is genuine; we suspected it correctly. In
the superficial-disagreement-case, the disagreement-dialog
mirrors a communication that is not a disagreement, i.e.
all the propositions of the communication can be true.
After providing a correct interpretation, the disagreementdialog turned out to mirror a communication that is no
disagreement, even though we suspected disagreement. So
the “disagreement” is superficial; we suspected it wrongly.
Let’s look at our example (D). Here are two interpretations
of (D) one might provide, call them ID1 and ID2, for both
cases.
In short: OSM can account for the (Disagreement)data by distinguishing disagreement-dialogs (the dialogs
where we suspect disagreement) in real-disagreement-cases

dialog sequence
‘This salty liquorice is
tasty’, cOtto
‘No, it’s not’, cZoe

4.2 Adding tasty to (OSM2)

genuine-disagreement-case
mirrored commun. under (ID1). 32
What’s said by Otto:
p1
What’s said by Zoe:

q1

superficial-disagreement-case
mirrored commun. under (ID2).33
What’s said by Otto:
p2
What’s said by Zoe:

q3
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We have seen that tasty as an objective property (OSM1)
for’ the problem disappears.
and Semantic Minimalism (OSM3) can already account
Fourth. MacFarlane objects to taking ‘tasty’ to express
for all the data of section 2. I shall now list four considean objective property. “We all learned the concept tasty, I
rations involving OSM2 (English does not only have the
suppose, by being exposed to foods that caused pleasure
predicate ‘is tasty’ but also ‘is tasty to’) to render OSM
and having mom or dad say ‘tasty!’ It is difficult to believe
more convincing. I will end with a fifth comment that
that the concept we acquired through this procedure exexemplarily illustrates two problems of OSM.
presses an obscure property that we are not very reliable
First. Arguably, there is another fact about everyday
in picking out” (MacFarlane 2014:6). It seems to me that
usage that one might take as data a semantic for ‘tasty’
he is right, that this concept tasty plays a crucial role in
has to account for (if the semantic claims to be a semantic
assigning content to and deliberating on the meaning of
theory for English as we speak it). It is a fact that speak‘is tasty to’ – mom and dad taught us what it means that
ers talk about their disagreement-dialogs and whether they
something is tasty to us. To assign content to ‘tasty’ some
are in genuine or superficial disagreement. They are – in
process of abstraction is involved to see what the cases
principle – in an epistemic position to decide on that. If
where people say that something is tasty to them have in
speakers of English thus talk about dialogs where ‘tasty’ is
common.
involved, then these speakers have more expressive power
Fifth. OSM takes ‘is tasty’ and ‘is tasty to’ to be conthan just using the predicate ‘is tasty’, since they also have
text-insensitive predicates and straightforwardly assigns
‘is tasty to’. OSM can account for this data. For OSM asthem content analogous to other unproblematic predicasigns the propositions A is (objectively) tasty and A is tasty
tes. So one might consider OSM to be a simpler theory
to ⌜the speaker of the context⌝ as semantic content to utthan other theories that can account for the data (like
terances of (i) ‘A is tasty’ and (ii) ‘A is tasty to me’, reRelativism or Contextualism with speech act pluralism).
spectively. Speakers are in principle able to communicate
However, nothing has been done here to show that OSM
these propositions (namely if these propositions are what
is (meta-theoretically speaking) a good or the best semanwas said by (i) and (ii)). That arguably puts the speakers
tic theory for ‘tasty’. The aim was merely to show that
in an epistemic position to identify genuine or superficial
OSM is a candidate for a good semantic. Indeed, there are
disagreement.
problems that prevent it advan[W]ith one single expression one can
Second. A semantic
cing from being a candidate for
communicate a lot of different things in to being a good or the best sefor ‘tasty’ doesn’t have
various contexts–or perform a plurality mantic theory. Two examples of
to decide between (i) assigning the predicate ‘is
such problems that need further
of speech acts. Yet, there is some minitasty’ to the objective
mal part of what can be communicated discussion are the following. (i)
one-place relation tasty
How can OSM claim to assign
with that expression which is stable
(objectivism) or (ii) to the
content to utterances containing
across
the
contexts,
namely
the
semantwo-place relation tasty to
‘tasty’? After all OSM doesn’t
(Contextualism). For the
say much about how the speech
tic content of the expression.
resources of English are
act content of the utterance and
such that a semantic theory could assign ‘is tasty’ to tasty
what’s said by it are determined depending on the context
and ‘is tasty to’ to tasty to and treat both as straightforward
of use and the context of interpretation. (ii) Can’t we jusnon-context-sensitive expressions.37
tify taking any arbitrary semantic value for expressions if
we can – by adding Semantic Minimalism – say that we
Third. Lasersohn (2005:656) presents the following
communicate some other content when we use these exobjection to OSM: “There is also a more mundane propressions? How should we demarcate “good” from “bad”
blem with treating predicates of personal taste as simple
semantic content if (most of ) the data is already accounpredicates with no implicit arguments or relativization,
ted for by the speech act content and what’s said? Or, to
and that is that it is completely unclear on this assumpput it similarly to Cappelen (2008:284f.), how else can
tion how to deal with the experience argument when it
we do semantics if the road via intuitions is blocked due
is expressed overtly. For example, how do we treat the
to (SeM9)? If one wants to advance OSM from a mere
for-phrase in [‘This is fun for Mary’] on this analysis?”
candidate to a good or the best semantic for ‘tasty’, one has
However, if one acknowledges that English has the oneto deal with these problems. However, showing that OSM
place predicate ‘is fun’ and the two-place predicate ‘is fun
20
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is a plausible candidate for a good semantic is sufficient to
show that straightforward views like OSM shouldn’t be
dismissed too rashly in favor of more complicated views
like relativism.
Conclusion
We started out with the question of what ‘tasty’ means
and saw the outline of three prominent views: Semantic
Minimalism, Contextualism and Relativism. We gathered
the data a semantic for ‘tasty’ has to account for if it claims
to be a semantic theory for those utterances of English-aswe-speak-it that contain the word ‘tasty’. This collection
of data is held to be problematic for straightforward semantics like objectivist views. And indeed, a quick look
at the literature revealed that there is no detailed account
of the data by an objectivist semantic for ‘tasty’. In the

last section, I presented OSM: a view that first, recognizes ‘is tasty’ and ‘is tasty to’ as English predicates; second,
takes the objective property tasty and the 2-place relation
tasty to as their semantic values; and third, adds Semantic
Minimalism. We saw that OSM can account for the data
and answer to objections; yet there are problems that need
further discussion. Along the way, I sketched a framework
to distinguish disagreement-dialogs into genuine and superficial disagreement cases. Therefore, a suitable conclusion is: (i) OSM is a plausible candidate for a good semantic
theory for ‘tasty’; and (ii) claims like ‘the standard story of
context-insensitive objectivist semantics doesn’t work for
‘tasty’ because it can’t get the data right’ shouldn’t be made
rashly.
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NOTES

Cf. MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 1 et passim).
There is at least one other important view: We’re not saying anything about the thing, we just express that we like its flavor (expressivism). For reasons of
space, I shall omit a discussion of this view.
3
To give a general answer to that question one should provide a semantic for predicates of taste. For reasons of space and clarity, I shall conﬁne myself to
‘tasty’ as a paradigmatic predicate of taste. Though, the idea of course is that what applies for ‘tasty’ analogously applies to other predicates of taste, too.
4
The scare quotes are merely to indicate that I didn’t define how I understood the nonuniformly used terms ‘semantic’, ‘pragmatic’ and ‘semantic-pragmatic-distinction’. Since nothing will hang on this and since they are merely used for convenience, I will leave it at an intuitive understanding. (In the case of
Semantic Minimalism, the distinction is spelled out in terms of ‘semantic content’ and ‘speech act content’).
5
Despite the awkwardness, I use ‘A’ as a rigidly designating name for this apple in front of me to avoid using ‘This apple is tasty’ as my example-sentence.
This avoids difficulties and unnecessary formalism having to do with demonstratives (which are not relevant for the topic of this essay).
6
Considerations about time shall, unless otherwise stated, be omitted to keep things simple. A natural way to include time is mostly available anyway, e.g.: ‘A
is tasty’ is true at context c iff A is tasty at the time of the context c.
7
See especially Cappelen and Lepore 2005b. The name of the view is explained as follows. Informally speaking, the view holds that with one single expression
one can communicate a lot of different things in various contexts–or perform a plurality of speech acts. Yet, there is some minimal part of what can be communicated with that expression which is stable across the contexts, namely the semantic content of the expression.
8
See for example Cappelen and Lepore (1997; 2005a, 2005b), Cappelen (2008) and esp. Cappelen and Lepore (2005a:144–145).
9
Note that ‘proposition’ is used in a wide sense here. Semantic Minimalism should be compatible with any view on what propositions are.
10
So any (formal) semantic theory that assigns semantic content to us/c , i.e. that takes a stance on (a)–(e), can be enriched with the Semantic Minimalism view.
Roughly, the thus enriched semantic theory will also be able to account for the “pragmatic” aspect of the content of us/c.
11
What’s said by us/c is for example dependent on psychologies, histories and shared background knowledge of the agents of the contexts.
1
2
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There are at least two essentially different versions of contextualism, call them Syntactical Contextualism and Semantical Contextualism. According to
Syntactical Contextualism, the English phrase ‘A is tasty’ is just the elliptical version of its logical form ‘A is tasty to X’, where X is a free variable. A semantic
theory should assign content to the syntactically correct expression, i.e. to the logical form. So a semantic for ‘tasty’ should at least assign semantic content to
‘A is tasty to X’ in a context of use. Such a view of linguistically more complex logical forms and hidden variables is endorsed by Stanley (2000). According
to Semantical Contextualism, the semantic content of the English one-place predicate ‘is tasty’ is our metalanguage two-place relation is tasty to. Semantical
Contextualism, in turn, can be subdivided into Indexical Contextualism (the semantic content of an expression in a context depends on features of the context)
and Nonindexical Contextualism (the extension of an expression in a context depends on features of the context) – see e.g. MacFarlane (2009) for the latter
distinction. See also endnote 37.
13
At least MacFarlane seems to have a Semantical and not Syntactical Contextualism in mind (as distinguished in endnote 12). He writes e.g.: “‘tasty’, while
monadic on the surface, actually expresses a relation with two argument places [and isn’t a two-place predicate]: one for a food, the other for a taste or perhaps
an experiencer” (MacFarlane 2014:7, my emphasis).
14
See for example MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 1.2 et passim) and Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009, esp. Chapter 1).
15
(Semantical) Contextualism can also be subdivided into idiosyncratic (as presented) and non-idiosyncratic Contextualism. The later would hold (Con1) but
change (Con), for example, to: ‘A is tasty’ is true at c iﬀ A is tasty to the salient species of c.
16
Also cf. footnote 14 in Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009:9).
17
For a more general way of introducing relativism see Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009, Chapter 1).
18
By holding that there are assessment-sensitive expressions (as one does by (Rel1)), one is, by MacFarlane’s definition, a Relativist about truth in English (cf.
MacFarlane 2014:65).
19
See for example Cappelen (2008).
20
See for example MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 1.2.1), Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009:29), Lasersohn (2005, Section 2).
21
See for example MacFarlane (2014:22 or Chapter 1.2.2).
22
See for example Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009:29).
23
See for example MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 1.2) or Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009:28f).
24
See MacFarlane (2014:3f.)
25
For a rough sketch of the Relativist’s account see e.g. MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 7.1). For criticism of objectivism, contextualism (and expressivism) see
Lasersohn (2005, Section 4) or e.g. MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 1). To give at least a sketch of the Relativist’s account of the data, here is the idea how she
would account for (Retraction). Suppose Zoe makes the utterance u of ‘A is tasty’ in a context cu , and the context of assessment ca1 is such that Zoe is the assessor and A’s flavor is pleasing to Zoe’s standards of taste. Thus ‘A is tasty’ is true in cu, ca1. Now, time passes and Zoe’s standards of taste change, forming the
later context of assessment ca2. Thus ‘A is tasty’ is false in cu, ca2, putting Zoe in a position to retract her former claim.
26
E.g. in Cappelen (2008).
27
For an overview see MacFarlane (2014, Chapter 2).
28
For example, the views that are called Moderate or Radical Contextualism (see Cappelen and Lepore (2005a, 2005b)) or arguably Cappelen and Hawthorne
(2009).
29
Lasersohn (2005) brieﬂy mentions and dismisses Chierchia (1984) and Bhatt & Izvorski (1995). In Cappelen (2008) a defense of objectivist and contextualist
views in general (not just for predicates of taste) is found; if one adds (SeM5-8) to objectivist or contextualist semantics, they can in principle account for stable
and variable data patterns. That is one key idea for my section 4.
30
I used ‘normally’ since I don’t want to claim that there can’t be any counterexamples, i.e. sentences that contain ‘tasty’ but neither the predicate ‘is tasty’ nor
the predicate ‘is tasty to’. Though, even if there are such grammatically correct indicative sentences, they arguably wouldn’t be the ones we are after when we
provide a semantic for ‘tasty’.
31
At this stage, not giving a definition might be unsatisfactory when one promises an objectivist semantic for ‘tasty’. So here are a two one might discuss: (i) x
is tasty iff there is at least one species such that x triggers a specific reaction in their gustatory organs. Or (ii) ‘tasty’ is ambiguous (and disambiguated by context when determining the semantic value of ‘tasty’) between many predicates like tastyNorwegians, tastyAsians, etc., where x is tastyNorwegians iff x triggers a specific
reaction in the gustatory organs of a normal Norwegian.
32
Illustration: The full characterization of the dialog-context and our context of interpretation is such that we can correctly describe Otto and Zoe as being engaged in a scientific discussion. Otto argues that his claim p1 is true since there is a species, namely some Norwegians, such that the demonstrated licorice triggers the specific reaction in their gustatory organs. As evidence he puts forward the fact that these Norwegians buy the demonstrated licorice a lot. Zoe objects
(and thus argues for her claim that not-p1) by explaining away this evidence, claiming that this is merely a cultural phenomenon which has nothing to do with
the gustatory organs of Norwegians.
33
Illustration: Analogously, we can describe Otto as not having eaten his favorite licorice for a long time and Zoe as being in a bad mood.
34
By now one might have raised a general objection against OSM along the following lines. Allowing that what’s said by ‘A is tasty’ is the proposition A is
tasty to ⌜the speaker of the context⌝ one is a contextualist and not an objectivist anymore. But this is (at least when Semantic Minimalism is available) a misunderstanding caused by disregarding (SeM9); you can’t go from what’s said by an utterance to its semantic content. To be a contextualist is to hold that the
semantic content (or at least the truth value) of ‘A is tasty’ is context-sensitive (depends on features of the context). This is not the case since the semantic content of ‘A is tasty’ is the proposition A is tasty which is not context-sensitive since tasty is an objective property.
35
How to account for (Method) with any objectivist view plus (Sem5-8) is already outlined in Cappelen (2008:281–283). He writes: “you can be in an epistemically privileged relation to one part of the speech act content, but not to another … If you sincerely utter ‘Roller coasters are fun’ you have asserted one proposition with respect to which you are not in an epistemically privileged position and one proposition with respect to which you are in an epistemically privileged
position. The former is the semantic content and the latter is, say, the proposition that roller coasters are fun by your standards.”
36
After all, it seems to me that with predicates of taste genuine-disagreement-cases are rather hard to find (with moral predicates it’s a different story). One has
to find cases where people care a lot about whether a thing is tasty. One might imagine fancy wine-connoisseurs, and, when they disagree, it seems very natural
that they disagree over objective properties of the wine and don’t just take their first-hand knowledge that the wine is tasty to them as evidence for their claim.
37
Semantical Contextualism (as discussed in endnote 12) self-blocks this upshot by assigning ‘tasty’ to tasty to (ignoring the expression ‘tasty to’). Syntactical
Contextualism self-blocks this upshot by claiming that ‘tasty’ isn’t a real predicate but just the elliptic version of the predicate ‘tasty to’ (ignoring the one-place
relation tasty).

Frognerparken som
modernitetens
absurde tempel
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Av Rune Eidsaa

D

et hender at jeg går omkring i Frognerparken om
natten. Det er et av de få stedene i Oslo som fremdeles kan omgi en med både skjønnhet og mystikk i et
stort rom hvor en får være alene, om en bare har vett nok
til å se etter.
Og tid. Ser ut som jeg er en av få personer med litt
vett i skolten igjen her i verden. Det har aldri vært mange
virkelige filosofer på en gang i løpet av vår historie, så jeg
skal bære over med å prøve å forklare for dere i bilder hva
jeg har sett. (Det var en gang en annen som forsøkte seg på
dette, og det er et åpent spørsmål om hvorvidt han holdt
ut).
Jeg så Frognerparken som et bilde på menneskets streben. Menneskets dyrking av seg selv. Gud kastet en gang
menneskeheten ut av hagen, og det var en tid da alle monumenter mot udødelighet, både i Egypt og i Mesopotamia,
var himmelstrebende. Men da mennesket ville få seg et
navn på jorden og bygge seg opp like til himmelen, for der
sto deres lengsel og deres hovmod, da sa Gud: «La oss stige
ned og forvirre språkene deres». Og som sagt, så gjort.
Vi snakker iallfall forskjellig, og ingen forstår hverandre
egentlig. Vi strever for å oppnå noe her i verden, og bruker
andre mennesker til dette. Vi trer oss sammen i klynger, og
klyver over hverandre, for å oppnå – noe.
Så sa mennesket: «La oss skape orden i vår fremferd, så
alle kan se at vi er Gud!» Og så forsøkte de. De brukte sin
matematikk og geometri til å skape «orden» der kaos hersket rundt dem i naturen. Mennesket sa: «Guds natur gir
oss intet. Vår egen orden gir oss alt!» Men Gud sa: «Hvor
forståelsesfulle skapte jeg egentlig menneskene? Kan de
ikke se at fullkommen orden hersker i naturens lover, fra
det som styrer de aller høyeste til de aller laveste ting (selv
om de laveste tings lover på grunn av deres egen begrensethet forekommer dem absurde)? Jo visst ser de det, og
denne orden etterlever de selv også. På individualitetens
bekostning». Gud sukket dypt. «Om de bare ville lære av
Meg. Men de vil for evig tråkke over hverandre, og tvinge

hverandre inn i hverandres rekker som de selv har lagt».
Menneskeheten skjønner ikke at Gud i sin visdom, har
lagt lover, potensialiteter og prinsipper ned i alle furutrær,
men ingen av dem er like, selv ikke i stammen – og hvor
mye mindre da ut i barnålene! Men mennesket sier: «Vi
har funnet ut (ved våre abstrakte vitenskaper) hvordan det
perfekte furutre skal være!» Men Gud sukker og sier: «Dere
farer vill alle som én! Vel synes noen trær dere vakrere, dere
som er skapt til å la geometriske posisjoner være pekepinner på vakkerhet. Skal så alle trær være like da, perfekte,
om dere fikk bestemme? Men dere klarer det ikke».
Og det gjorde menneskeheten heller ikke. De plantet
trærne i lik linje, i vakre (etter deres perspektiv) geometriske former. «Ja, geometrien er vakker»,. sa Gud. «Og
hadde dere kunnet gjøre alle
Det har aldri vært mange
trærne like etter deres tilfredsstillelse, så ville dere ha virkelige filosofer på en
gjort det.». Men trærne triv- gang i løpet av vår historie,
des i den gode jord, og ikke så jeg skal bære over med
et gresstrå var likt. Gustav å prøve å forklare for dere i
Vigeland forsøkte å få menbilder hva jeg har sett.
nesker inn på rekke og rad
slik som trærne. Han hugget dem i stein, men forsøkte å gi
dem sjel. For mennesker er tross alt mennesker, og selv om
de alle hadde steinansikt (det har de den dag i dag), så er
de alle også forskjellige.
Denne forskjelligheten er menneskets gave og forbannelse. Den fører til storhet og rikdom innenfor arten
(likesom alle andre arter), men også – i menneskets eget
henseende – til sammenligning. «Hun er penere enn meg.».
«Han er flinkere enn meg.». Javisst! Etter visse, naturlige
menneskelige kriterier. «Men jeg vil også være like flink!»
Og derav menneskets streben. «Jeg skal stå øverst! Bare
vent! Den fineste plassen er min!» Og mennesket fokuserte
all sin streben og all sin energi i ett punkt, og dit ville de
alle opp. Det høyeste, mest sentrale stedet; den privilegerte
posisjonen å skue fra; det ultimate perspektiv. «Kom jeg
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